
Why use
the 97PX solution
for your organization?
As companies go digital, digital assets continue to grow 
(video, audio, images, etc.). Even the most insignificant 
tasks can become real headaches and become a 
considerable waste of time and money.

97PX is a SaaS software and cloud application that helps 
you efficiently back up, organize and quickly find media 
created by your collaborators.

Quality local 
contents
thanks to 

the 97PX stock
97PX offers you easy access to its 

photo stock, which brings together 
local photo and video contents 

produced by 
the authors of the 97PX agency

Do you need to illustrate 
a document or a communication?

Login to https://97px.fr, 
and quickly find among the 

thousands of photos and images 
offered by the authors 

of the 97PX agency.

Digital Asset Management

97px.fr 

Cloud Media Solution
Geographical & collaborative
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Store, organize, and secure
your organization’s media
while making them available
of your employees
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97PX’s Digital Asset Management (DAM) allows you to 

cloud store, secure, organize, social share, and track 

your organization’s media (photos, videos, audio)

Thanks to a platform personalized for your 

organization and a mobile application, your 

employees will be able to access and feed your 

database anywhere.

97PX is a winner of the SPACE TOUR 2021, users of our 

application also benefit from the SAT PX service, for 

quick access to satellite data.

Customer cases : they trusted us

Innovation & 
features

 Automatic keyword generation

 by IA

 Tracing to protect contents on the internet

 Instant messaging system and notifications

 Video & audio format support

 Quick access to satellite data.

 FTP protocol management

 Cloud backup redundancy

Interoperability with your information system

97PX allows you
to optimize digital assets
of your organization


